President Barack Obama has advocated for healthcare reform that results in affordable high quality care with increased safety and decreased cost.To achieve this goal. President Obama and Congress have championed comparative effectiveness research (CER) backed by American Recovery and Reinvestment Act stimulus monies and perhaps more enduring sources of funding.Through this funding, the administration hopes that the results from CER will start to fill important gaps in evidence and provide data to physicians and healthcare workers so that they can make better and more rational decisions for their patients.
CER, however, presents a wide variety of challenges to researchers and clinicians. If designed correctly, CER can achieve President Obama's goals. Researchers will compare competing treatments and, if a winner emerges, the superior treatment will be recommended (and perhaps preferentially paid for by insurance). If designed incorrectly, CER can produce results that can be misinterpreted and misused by regulators and clinicians to favor less expensive but inferior treatments. 12 The purpose of this editorial is to briefly review aspects of CER that will lead to more good Let's start with the simplest of questions. Which is better, treatment A or treatment B? Both have proven efficacy (superiority over placebo for the outcome of interest), but researchers have never compared the two. Treatment A has one set of benefits and harms while treatment B has another. CER randomizes appropriate patients to receive A or B and the researchers compare overall outcomes. Even with this simple example, the problem is that the average outcomes are compared and important differences for relevant subgroups can be obscured. 3 Subgroups can show the opposite from overall average results in terms of benefit or harm as well as cost effectiveness. The challenge is to identify the relevant subgroups. Now let's refine the clinical question. Not "which treatment is better" but, instead, "who should receive treatment A and who should receive treatment B"? Or, more precisely, who should receive treatment A and not treatment B and who should receive treatment Band not treatment A?These questions cannot be answered by a simple CER design, but instead by a more complicated individualized CER study or /-CER. 4 The challenge of /-CER is to not only choose the most relevant variables to describe patients, but also to perform the most clinically relevant analyses that can actually be used by clinicians.These analyses use a moderator approach, with criteria set forth by Kraemer and colleagues. 5 A moderator variable must precede treatment, be uncorrelated with treatment, and have interactive effect with treatment on outcome.To be clinically useful, a moderator must be prevalent and easy enough to measure in the treated population, and have a large enough effect size on differential outcome (those with the moderator variable who respond differently to treatment A compared to treatment B) so that the study can have sufficient statistical power to show a clinically important difference in outcomes.
Moderator variables can be demographic/clinical (eg, age, sex, severity or duration of illness) or biomarkers (eg, quantitative electroencephalogram, cytokines, growth factors, genes). With several biomarkers, a "biosignature" can result that can profile patients so they can be matched to the best treatments to maximize benefit and minimize harm. But moderator studies that generate clinically useful biosignatures are just the first stage in developing personalized medicine. Once researchers identify these biosignatures, the study needs to be replicated, and once replicated, the next generation of studies need to be conducted.
Let's go back to /-CER for treatment A and treatment B. Let's say that the /-CER shows that 70% of patients with biosignature X respond to treatment A but only 40% respond to treatment B. It also shows that 70% of patients with biosignature Y respond to treatment B but only 40% respond to treatment A. Using just this study risks having these results apply to the group that was included in the study and is not necessarily generalizable to most patients. To show generalizability, the study must be replicated. Again, patients are randomized to treatment A and treatment B and biosignature X andY are analyzed as moderators. Let's say that the study is replicated. Good, but the job is not finished. Note that patients with each biosignature were not actually randomized directly to each treatment. The final study takes patients at baseline, stratifies them by biosignature X and Y, and then randomizes all of the patients with biosignature X to treatment A or B and all of the patients with biosignatureY to A or B. Only then will we know if those with biosignature X truly respond better to A and those with biosignatureY truly respond preferentially to treatment B.
Successful programs of CER that progress to /-CER and personalized treatment depend on many factors including large enough studies that are powered on the relevant moderators to find clinically relevant differences.The hope is that President Obama and Congress provide sufficient sustained fundingto do this difficult work. The dream is that we have real personalized medicine for our patients with psychiatric and neurological disorders. CNS
